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1. Introduction: challenges & motivation
2. Energy system model (ESM) REMix
3. Types of speed up methods for ESM
4. Results (speed up, quality of results)
a) Best practice GAMS modeling
b) Spatial clustering
c) Technological simplifications
d) Rolling horizon dispatch
5. Conclusion & outlook
Challenges & motivation
4Challenges I: complex energy systems
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6Challenges III


























































































































Number	of	clusters 1 6 18 30 50 75 100 500
Cplex time	[s] 1 4 28 41 150 167 171 3784
System	costs	[M€] 751 758 839 843 854 869 926 968
Lignite	power	generation	[TWh] 13.12 13.14 10.69 10.44 10.36 10.29 9.23 8.88
Hard coal	power	generation	[TWh] 7.44 7.51 9.85 9.66 9.97 10.11 10.39 9.86
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Spatial aggregation II
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Li-ion Wind PV GT CCGT Coal Lignite Nuclear
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 Reduction of computing times up to 53%
















Time steps to be fixed (solved) after solving each partial 
model








































































Heuristics to improve modeling of time integral constraints





/w high temp. res.
e.g. saisonal storage, CO2-caps, biomass potential
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Implementation cost Speed‐up capability
Meta heuristics
What	we	know…
• There is a whole bunch of them
• ESM often apply rolling time horizon approaches
• No guarantee for getting the global optimum
What	we	already	learnt…
What	we	estimate…
• Meta heuristics will still occur in ESM for other reasons (e.g. better approximation of reality)
What	we	want….
• Keep them in mind, but we would like to get exact solutions.
• Require additional knowledge about the system
• Trade‐off between speed and loss of accuracy
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• Waiting for the next generation of processors is no reasonable option 
• Best‐practice usage of GAMS already helps a lot 
 take “low hanging fruits”
• Detailed evaluation of the impact of model aggregation has high value 
 do systematic benchmark of speed‐capability and error estimation
• Evaluation of required technological detail important (e.g. MIP vs. LP in 
power plant dispatch)
What detail is required? How do results change?
Summary and Conclusions 
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• Systematic evaluation of conceptual speed‐up strategies
– Quantification of advantages
– Evaluation of scaling behaviour
• Implementation of different decomposition techniques in REMix
– Performance tests
– Comparison with other ESM using LP
• Further evaluation of the requirements of using HPC
• Preparation of REMix for the application of HPC
Next steps
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